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By Paul F. Bolinger, Camille Bolinger

Schiffer Publishing Ltd, United States, 1999. Paperback.
Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book. Paul and
Camille Bolinger present a how-to guide for creating whimsical
wooden Christmas figures that sit on shelf edges to decorate all
holiday homes. Inspirational as well as educational, Edge of
Christmas contains the patterns for nine new woodcarvings,
including a Teddy Bear, a Moose, Snowmen, and, of course,
some Santas. The great design ideas and decorating touches
shown by Paul and Camille are sure to help you perfect your
carving skills and expand your ability to a new level. Through
easy-to-follow instructions and helpful practice exercises, the
cut out and glue up techniques detailed instruct novices and
old hands alike on how to produce eye-catching figures faster
and with more confidence. The design ideas and patterns
include ideas on the different beard, mustache, nose, and eye
styles, while also encouraging and allowing room for carvers
to develop unique and imaginative designs of their own. With
the showcase of figures featured in the picture gallery, this
book is certain to bring inspiration and innovation to any
carving technique, spurring carvers into a carving frenzy.
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If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. This really is for all who statte that there had not been a well worth
reading. It is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Cla ud B er nha r d-- Cla ud B er nha r d

It is an remarkable pdf which i have ever go through. Of course, it can be play, nonetheless an interesting and
amazing literature. I realized this pdf from my dad and i suggested this book to discover.
-- Dr . Ger da  B er g na um-- Dr . Ger da  B er g na um
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